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50 When Growth Stalls
Matthew S. Gibbons, Jérôme van Bever, and Seth Verry
Of the companies listed on the Fortune 500 at the beginning of the 1970s, half have either disappeared or shrunk in revenue growth. Of those that are still around, the trend of shrinking is on the rise. This trend is the result of a variety of factors, ranging from the challenges of finding the right leadership to the need to adapt to changing market conditions.

62 Transforming Strategy One Customer at a Time
Richard A. Haining and Anthony K. Tan
Taking a page from consumer products makers, B2B firms are beginning to look at their strategies to enhance the customer experience. By focusing on the customer, firms can improve their performance and stay ahead of the competition.

74 Talent Management for the Twenty-First Century
Pietro Cingolani
Talent management is a critical element of any successful organization. The challenge is to identify and develop the right talent to ensure the success of the organization.

84 How Local Companies Keep Multinationals at Bay
Afrin Dehghani and David C. Michel
In many countries, local companies are successfully competing against multinationals. The key to their success is understanding and effectively managing the local market.

96 A More Rational Approach to New-Product Development
Eric Brotstein, Neil Bedrick, and Robert N. Armstrong
Many companies are developing new products too slowly and at too high a cost. The solution is to adopt a more rational approach to new-product development.
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10 COMPANY INDEX

12 FROM THE EDITOR
Staying on Top
When a company’s growth stalls, executives must do something about their culture or risk losing their engines—or fast growth and lasting consequences.

18 PERSPECTIVES
The world isn’t just flat—it’s also grey...
More informality is better than less; an entrepreneurial slack... More unpredictable variation of products... Even the very thought of innovation is destructive... Why retailers should not cut staff when sales slip... The power of encouragement... Product recalls are highly preventable... (What do you do every day you fail?)... Start ups that offer how far for saving health care costs.

33 CASE STUDY
Authenticity: Is It Real or Is It Marketing?
David Woltertrek
A motorcycle maker’s new head of marketing says it’s not enough to project authenticity to customers—employees must proudly subscribe to the brand’s values. His company has a sound brand, but is his taking design too far? With commentary by Bruce Weinhardt, Gihan Arnal, James X. Gennarelli, D. Joseph Nowak, and Glen Shackelford.

45 DIFFERENT VOICE
Timeless Leadership
A Conversation with David McCullough
The demands upon leaders may change in size, scope, and frequency, but certain fundamental qualities of great leadership endure. They include: openness, hard work, a sense of mission, patience, and the ability to learn... And... the most important—strength of character and high standards of conduct.

82 STRATEGIC HUMOR

109 TOOLKIT
Is Yours a Learning Organization?
David A. Garvin, Amy C. Edmondson, and Francisco Girod
To know your organization is as much about measuring, acquiring, and transferring knowledge, you must first understand how learning takes place there. Nine survey questions you can use to spot your institution’s learning strength and weak spots and to compare those against benchmarks from aerospace and high-tech companies.

118 BEST PRACTICE
Radically Simple IT
David M. Upton and Stephen P. Kaata
Japan’s Shinwa bank used a path-based approach to build an internal IT system that not only provides a low-cost, efficient platform for running the company’s existing business, but also is flexible enough to support growth in new areas.
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136否則,一切將會淪為零
Zero Risk
Don Meese
When fear takes hold...